
2017 Callaway Corvette Stingray Grand Sport 
Admiral Blue/Jet Black 

2LT Z07 + Callaway SC627 Package 
6.2L/376 cu. in. supercharged V8 

627 HP, 610 lb.-ft. Torque 
7-Speed Manual Transmission 

0-60 mph: 3.4 sec., ¼ mile: 11.0 sec. @ 126 mph, Top Speed: 178 mph 
6,245 miles (~800 on track) 
VIN: 1G1YX2D73H5108525 

 
Here is a fully loaded  and thoroughly sorted “trackable street car” or “streetable track car”. 
Whether you want the “bragging rights” or a serious track days contender, this is the real deal. 
Starting with a highly-optioned Grand Sport model, this C7 has been treated to the complete 
Callaway SC627 package (~$20k), then upgraded further with new/improved Mahle pistons, 
Calles connecting rods, bearings, and the Callaway shifter package - all done by Callaway in Old 
Lyme, CT in 2018. The Callaway standard equipment includes their GenThree™ Supercharger 
with TripleCooled™ intercooler system, high flow intake system, embroidered Callaway logo 
floor mats and door sills, exterior and interior badging, Callaway underhood plaque with 
Vehicle Identification Number, Callaway key fobs, Callaway Corvette authenticity 
documentation package and Callaway Warranty (good until 1/2020 or 36,000 miles. Its 
Platinum GM warranty (zero deductible) is good until 11/18/2023 or 56,510 miles. 
 
Installed extras include ARP wheel studs, a Brey-Kraus harness bar, a higher-capacity Dewitts 
radiator, Katech Oil cooler kit, Haltech intake, composite side skirts. The brand new & never 
used original OEM ceramic composite brakes & pads, heated & cooled seats, and front splitter 
are now installed, as are the Z07 package OEM wheels with Michelin Sport Cup II tires. It also 
has Xpel protective film, with most of the car covered, double in many areas – so it is still 
pristine. A flannel car cover is included, as is a clean Carfax. All told, this Corvette has ~$29k of 
extras included. 
 
Available are an extra set of Michelin Super Sport tires with <200 miles, as well as other items 
that can be discussed, e.g., a DSC Sport shock controller with more settings, two sets of forged 
wheels, Giro steel replacement rotors (2 sets, 1 with 80% remaining, the other 50%), street and 
race brake pads, and Cosworth Tool Box software for additional data recording (see the 
photos). Also available is secure, heated and accessible winter storage. 
 

See the complete set of photos (including the window sticker) here 
 

Located in Ann Arbor, MI and offered for $65,000 
 

Contact Conrad at +1.734.645.5778 
 
 
 


